USAID–funded CTIP II’s community dialogues gather members of commune councils, village authorities, commune police, commune women’s and children’s committees and community members.
Organized by CTIP II’s partner Cambodia Women’s Crisis Center (CWCC), they allow people to exchange ideas and experiences about safe migration and human trafficking.
It is an opportunity for everyone to learn about current procedures and costs to migrate to Thailand.
Everyone takes notes to further disseminate correct information.
District level authorities share information about the current migration situation and its consequences in the commune.
CTIP II’s partner CWCC explains how to safely migrate and encourages all stakeholders to cooperate to better combat human trafficking and risky migration.
They explain how to seek urgent support in cases of human trafficking.
Women are strongly encouraged to participate.
Even children are.
During the break, all participants can get to know each other better.
Participants work in groups and gather ideas.
Every group works on different issues and will later present its findings to the audience.
CTIP II’s partner CWCC sums up all exchanged ideas.
At the end, relatives of trafficking survivors are interviewed and share their experiences.
All participants go back to their community and make plans to spread the word about safe migration and human trafficking to their peers.
CTIP II organized three community dialogues in the last quarter. Thanks to these activities, CTIP II reached 87 participants (48% women): 45 local authorities and district government officials, 12 police officers and 30 community people.

• “This dialogue was important to me. Now, I know more about safe migration, especially about the new policy change to migrate to Thailand.”

• “Today, I understood that I am also part of the fight against human trafficking. If I see a trafficked person, I know to whom I can refer him/her.”

• “Before, it was difficult for me to understand clearly the procedure to legally migrate. Today, I learned where and how to get all necessary documents. I will tell all my fellow villagers in the community, especially migrants and potential migrants.”